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P IRCT ORCA

Curriculum Activities! are: 1! to develop a
water influences and determines the lives and
and 2! to develop an appreciation of the rela-

the natural sciences, social sciences, huaani-

The goals o f ORCA  Ocean Related
basic awareness of ways in which
environments of all living things;
tionship of water to the study of
ties and the quality of life.

ORCA attempts to reach these goals by: 1! developing interdisciplinary curriculum
materials designed to meet the needs of students and teachers living in Washington
State, 2! developing a marine resource center, and 3! providing advisory services
for marine educators. In conjunction witb these efforts, ORCA is coordinating
cossnunication among educators throughout tbe state and the rest of the nation.

The curriculum materials are developed to be used in many areas including the
traditional science fields. They consist of activit.y packets which fit existing
curricula' and 'state educational goals and are designed for use as either a unit or
as individual activities.

The ocean affects all our lives and we need to be avare and informed of the inter-
connections if we are to make sound decisions for the future of the earth, the
ocean and our own well being,. We hope that through Proj ect ORCA, teachers vill be
encouraged to work together to help students understand and appreciate the ocean
and the world of water as a part of our daily existence.

Tbe ocean? It's 2 miles away; it's 200 miles away- it's 2ppp miles away. What
does it matter to me'? For those students who live close to the ocean, a lake or a
stream, the effect of water aigbt be more obvious. For the student vho lives on a
wheat farm in the arid inlands, the word ocean is reaote. I 't may conj ure up
images of surf, sand and sea gull.s, experiences far removed from their daily
lives; or it aay have no meaning at all. Tet for that same youngster, tbe reality
of the price of oversea wheat shipments or fuel costa for aacbinery are very real.
The understanding of weather and its effects on the success or failure of crops is
a basic fact of everyday life. The need for students to associate these daily
problems with tbe influence of the aarine environaent exists. It requires expo-
sure to ideas, concepts, skills and problem solving methods on the part of the
youngsters. It also requires materials and resources on the part of our educa-
tors.
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Su~b'ecto
science, language arts

80
ACTIVITY e: SaLMON JQURNEY �-2 DAYS!

P~ur ose
Students of di ff erent grade levels will experience part of the
life cycle of the salmon by going through an obstacle course
can be set. up at your school  perhaps for a fa i r o r special
event! . By traveling through the "hazards" involved in t,he
Salmon Journey, the student will better comprehend the uni.que
qualities of this native fish. The student will be able to
experience first hand the salmon's struggle in returning upstream
to the place of its birth to spawn. Students are also acquainted
with the different species of salmon found in Northwest waters

S~b'ects
sc i ence, a r t, mathematics, reading

ACTIVITY 7-' STREAMLINED ANIMAL � DAYS! 86

p~ur ose
This activity could be set-up as separat.e stations for students
to explore on their own, or done by the class as a whole. The
salmon's body is well. adapted to its water environment; each part
of the fish serves an important function. In this activity,
students explore the salmcn's streamlined body, its field of
vision, and its use of fins for movement, muscles for strength,
scales for protection, and gills for breathing.

Subject . s
science, l.anguage arts, reading

AGTIYITY e: BUILD A SALMON FACT Box �-3 DAYS! 1P2

p~ur ose
Students will use the information gained in previous activitj es
to create a salmon fact hox. This fact box will contain ques
tions about. such things as the salmon's adaptation to its environ
ment, the dangers facing a salmon, and migration patt.erns during
a salmon's life cycle. The fact box, while allowing students
review information independently or with a classmate, could also
serve nicely as a classroom display,

~Sub ects
science, language arts

ACTIVITY 5: LIFE OF THE SALMON: SUDE PRE8ENTA~>
AND NARRATION � DAY!

A slide presentation and narration will visually show student~
the stages a salmon goes through during its li f e. Unique pic
tures include slides taken inside a gravel bed after salmon eggs
have been laid and fertilized, the tiny form of life that emerges
from the egg, and the vibrant colors of the sockeye salmon am it
returns to its place of birth. Slides also include environmentaL
photographs that demonstrate erosion and ways in which students
can help keep water clean.
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f%OPLE, PLACES AIKl THNCRR A RESOURCE UST

The resource list provides a description of an additional nuaber
of activities and field trip sites for students studying Saleon.
The list gives contact names and phone numbers where possible.

RV AU l, MICARAAR AIEI
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PLAN AHEAD

4,
5.

6.
7.

Contact the Marine Education Office at the Pacific Science
Center �25-9333, extension 203! and arrange for use of
slides  ior A~ctivit 6! and fish egg sanples; they are
available on a two week loan basis. They will also supply
you vi th a helpful poster for tbe classroom, "Anadromous
Fish of the Pacific Northvest," This illustrates the five
species of Northwest salmon in the adult and spawning s,tages
of their lives
Contact the Office of Education at tbe University of Washing-
ton Department of Fisher ies �43-4583! to obtain several
classroom copies of the booklet, "Pacific Northwest Marine
Fishes." This will be an excellent resource and learning
aid for Activ~it 4, "Getting t,o Know the Types of Salmon
Hake overhead transparencies of any diagrams you may wish to
proj ect
Nake copies of student handouts.
Experiment yourself with those activities you plan to have
the students do.
Read teacher background information.
If planning to use A~ctivit 6, "Saloon Journey," nate arrange-
ments for the necessary space and materials for tbe obstacle
course. You may wish to contact the Narine Education Office
to obtain the elementary teaching kit, "Salmon Journey Game"
which provides all the materials for that activity. Please
call for speci fic information regarding the kit.



ACTIVITY 1:

TERRORS UNKNOWN

�-2 DAYS!



CQ~PTS: A salmon's life is full of danger.

OBJECTNES- Students will develop an awareness of the life of the salmon
as a result of listening to Story A or Story B.
Students will learn about. one of the dangers a salmon
encounters in its life.
The student will respond to the passage read by the teacher
by completing the story in his/ber own words.
The student will demonstrate his/her familiarity with salmon
by completing the pre-test.

3.

TEACHER
PREPARATION:L.

2.

Read Teacher Information Sheet, "Terrors Unknown."
Become familiar with Story A and Story 8. Both stories were
written to create the same effect or setting; the goal is to
"grab" the listener's attention and stimulate his/her interest
in the life cycle of the salmon. This activity is simply a
means to an end � not a lesson in itself. It will be your
choice whether to use "Story A" or "Story 8."

Story A is about the predator/prey relationship. An adult
salmon encounters a killer whale, becomes clenched in its
jaws and is then mysteriously released to freedom.

Story B uses the theme of pollution to convey its message.
A small salmon swims into a polluted stream, has a close
call with death, but is able to swim free.
Duplicate l copy of pre-test per student.MATERIALS:

PROCEDURES: I Introduce this first activity by telling students they will
need to listen carefully to a story about a salmon. Ask
studr nts to be very quiet and imagine they are the fish.

2 Read Story A or 8 until you get to the word "STOP."

Ask students to take out a piece of paper and pencil and
complete the st.ory, asking: "What was the danger in the
water?" and "debat will or could happen next?"  Allow 15
minutes.!

Now have students turn over their writing papers and listen
to the rest of the story

Discuss:
A. A whale  or pollution! is one danger to t.he salmon-

can students think of others?
B. Other dangers: bears, seals, foxes, sea birds, fisher-

men with large nets, fishing, rivers filled with silt
and dirt from erosion, streams no longer shaded by
overhanging foliage, improper care of water resources,
i.e. oceans, lakes, rivers, streams, bays and estuaries,
by all people.

ACTIVITY 1: TERRORS UNKNOWN � -2 DAYS!



C The salmon's life is unique � do student.s know
vhy? Inform class they will find out why in a later
activity,

6. Distribute pre-test. Explain that this activity vill indi-
cate what students already know and what they vould like to
learn about tbe salmon.

7. All.ow students to take pre-test and complete all questions.

8. Nake a list on the board of student responses to questions
ll and 12, Discuss.

9. Ask students to exchange papers and correct pre"tests as a
class.  optional! Be sure to monitor and check responses.

10 You may wish to make two copies of pre-test per student; use
it at the end of the unit to show students what they learned,
There is another evaluation provided.

EXTENDKO
ACTIVITIES: l. Discuss with students the story they listened to about the

salmon. Review important facts.

2. Inform students that they will now be able to listen to
another tale about the danger a salmon faces in its life .

3. Select four to eight students to stand in front of class  or
in the center of a circle! with the rest of the students
seated. Ask them to use creative movements to portray tbe
story they are listening to. Read either "St.ory A" or
"Story 8" again.

4. If "Story A" was read previously, nov read "Story B" and
vice versa. Do not stop the story in the middle this t,ime.

5. Ask students to compare the two stories.

6. Ask st.udents: Which danger is the greatest threat? Why?
What things can cause pollut.ion of rivers and streams?  See
Teacher Information Sheet, "Terrors Unknown."!
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TKRR3RS IlNISI3ti 5

Store A describes the wsy in which a killer whale would capture a salnon to eat it.
This passage relates the natural predator/prey relationship. The killer whale was
used as the predator for two reasons: I! This animal is indigenous to the Puget
Sound area  students are somewhat familiar with it!. 2! The killer whale does feed
on salmon, although not exclusively.

describes pollution as a danger to fish  young or old!. After the story,
want to dis,cuss wit,h students how man pollutes oceans, lakes, streams and

Some of the ways would be:
Storm water run-off: the greatest threat to salmon now. By constantly
clearing land for new housing developments, shopping centers, highways and
roads, we lose the natural ground cover that absorbs rain water. Without
natural absorption, water run-off in rivers and streams is much faster.
This creates problems. The swift flowing water can do two things: it can
wash the eggs out of the gravel; it can also cut deeper into river banks
and river beds. Erosion of surrounding earth will occur and large amounts
of silt. will wash through the waterbed The silt wall cover salmon eggs
anil suffocat.e them; also it will cut off oxygen for other fish.

temperature of the stream or river. This also takes away bushes where
bugs live that small fish feed on. Again, lack of foliage increases the
chance of soil erosion.
Bulldozers and land movers. 'dump dirt int.o streams and riverbeds.
Oil on roads and exhaust from cars: filters or washes down to the water
beds.
Insertin culverts and i es into streams: takes away the natural habitat
for small animals and fish.
Humans throw litter into the water: we have seen shopping carts, tires,
shoes, cans, bottles, plastic containers, etc. in water areas used by
humans.P~eo le use ullies ravines or drain i es as arba e d s: lawn fertili-
zers, lawn clippings, pesticides, and oil from cars are all dumped into
waterways, endangering wildlife.
Chemicals and waste roducts: dumped into the wat,er from factories also
endanger wildlife.

gator S
you may
rivers.

I

You may not wish to read this story because of the negative feelings it may create
toward whales. If you feel that students may react to the whale as "bad" or "cruel"
because of this story, you may wish to use Story B Review both st.ories to see
which is more appealing, or which meets your needs.
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STORY A � TERRORS UNKNOMN

You are one of natures most beautiful and unusual animals.
You have a long, sleek body that is built for speed and motion.
Your coloring is an iridescent silver.
You have keen eyesight.
Your hearing enables you to sense noise from up to a mile away.

It is cold and clear in the deep water.
Several small forms pass by you silently.
A large dark shape off to one side catches your attention.
Then the gentl.e swaying of flower shapes in the water current and a luxurious float-
ing bell come into view.
It is a quiet, peaceful morning.
All is calm

Off in the distance a swishing, sweeping sound can be faintly heard.
Sinking to a lower depth you can sense a great motion coming toward you.
You can see nothing.
Again the swishing, sweeping noise; this time it grows louder and louder.
Closer and closer.
Still you can see nothing .
Your natural instinct senses danger.
You wait, looking all around.
Other fish rush past, hurrying to go somewhere.
Small bits of green swirl in the movement of the water.

The swishing, sweeping noise stops.
There is silence.
It is an eerie silence.
You swim a little deeper to where another group of fish are swimsing about l.azil.y.

Suddenly the water explodes around you.
There is a violent thrashing and thundering movement
STOP
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You turn quickly to see a large black and white head open its jaws and capture t.be
small group of fish next to you.

As this monstrous creature rushes by, you realize the danger has not yet passed.
It is a killer whale.
The whale makes a slow turn and with lightning speed rushes t.oward you.
You swim lower and quickly angle off to one side.
Then you feel the pressure of a strong force moving you through !he water.

You see a row of giant, sharp teeth and feel your skin being tugged at.
You can feel your skin tearing and see blood in the water.
Still your body is being pushed through the water with a violent thrust.
The whale has you between its jaws.

Then it is over

With one powerful, jerking motion, you are thrown out into the ~ster as the whale
again opens its jaws and lunges toward a new victim.
Your body is aching and sore.
You have just escaped death,
The killer whale is a terocious hunter.
You had almost been crushed in its jaws.
Next time you might not escape
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STORY B " TERRORS UNKNOW

You are a shiny, streamlined baby fish that is only siz inches long.
You have light, wispy markings on your sides.
You can dart about quickly in the vater and move with great swiftness.

It is early in the morning,.
The sun has just peeked out from behind the tall, swaying trees.
As you swim about the delightfully cold water, your stomach tells you it is time for
breakfast.
The water gurgles and races beside you.
It is time to eat and time to watch for small bugs on the top of the water.
There's onet
You make a quick, agile leap and ~sna l you' ve got him.
Your natural instinct says, let' s find more'f

Slowly you swim downstream.
You enjoy the icy water,
The swirling, churning motion gently tickles your sides.
You can clearly see a little water snail sliding along, below you.

The wat.er begins to get warmer as you travel downstream.
You look for bushes and branches of drooping trees to find another fly.
You cannot find any.
The water now is murky with a l.ight brown tinge.
It is more difficult to see ahead of you.
maybe the cloudy water will end soon.
You begin to notice the water is moving very slowly.
The water is so warm it becomes uncomfortable.
There is a funny smell all around you.
You sense danger.
It is becoming difficult to breathe.
The water is covered with algae scum and it's harder to swim.
Somehow you must keep going.
You must keep going.
STOPI
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Your eyes begin to sting as yon pass through the water.
Your skin is irritated and it itches
You slowly swim to the surface to gasp for a breath of air.
It is difficult to see; you bump into a large, rusty object buried in the mud below.
You scrape the side of your body badly.
You are feeling weaker and weaker.
A thick oily substance clings to your fins.
Noving about becomes more difficult.
You feel like you' re suffocating.
You must keep fighting, but you are so tired - so very tired.
You stop where you are .

Then it is all over

You just passed through an area of a stream that was polluted by humans.
You tried to breatbe in water that was filled with dirt and mud.
Water that had oil, chemical.s, and old rusty cans.
You were strong enough to survive tbe unclean water - just barely!

Next time you might not be so lucky.
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Life of the Salmon - Pretest

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSF

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

8. A salmon baby can alw.hays live in polluted, unclean water. TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

Fill in the blanks:

13, List ti o import.ant things you already know about. the salmo~.

Please circle true or false

l. Some salmon are red and green.

2, A salmon lives only in the ocean.

3. A salmon is not good for people to eat.

4. Salmon go through several stages of development
in their lives.

5. Salmon babies are called redds.

6. Whales aud sharks never eat salmon.

7. A salmon can swim upsl ream, against the water flow.

9. A salmon is always silver in color.

10. Fishermen like to cati h salmo~ with large nets.

11. The numb~ rs oi salmon that spawn  or coarplete their life
cycle! in Puget Sound are getting fewer and fewer.

! 2. Salmon can jump ll fe~ t out of the water.

14, Hat is one thing you would like to know about salmon?

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE



ACTIVITY 2:

THE INCREDIBLE LIFE DF THE BALM !N

� DAYS'



CONCEPTS:
2.

The salmon's life cycle is one of nature's wonders.
We can each help keep vater in oceans, lakes and streams
clean.

OBJECTIVES: l. Students will become familiar with the Student Handout,
"Word Kist."
Students will become familiar with the story, "The Incredible
Life of the Salmon."
Students will demonstrate understanding of the life cycle of
the salmon by completing the Student Worksheet, "The Salmon
Story . "  evaluation!

TEACHER
PREPARATION:I. Read Teacher Information Sheet

MATERIALS:
2.
3.
4.

class set of "Word List"
class set of "The Incredible Life of the Salmon"
class set of "The Salmon Story"
class set of "Words We Remember"

PROCEDURES:I. Distribute Student Handout, uWord List" to students and
discuss words and their meanings.

Distr j.bute the story, "The Incredible Life of the Salcoon"
and allow class to read completely. Those who finish first
may color diagrams.

Discuss with students: four major stages of the salmon' s
life, three ways we can keep water clean. Allov students to
provide answers; you might make a list on the board.

3.

Distribute Student Worksheet, "The Salmon Story" and ask
students to complete it.

Collect stories as they finish. This vill act as an evalu-
ation. to see how well they comprehend the information,  Not
a formal evaluation.!

 optional! Ask students to complete "Words We Remember."6.
FXTENDEO
ACTNITIES; Play "Ask the Experts" with a panel of four students in

front of the class without their salmon information. The
rest of the class members may ask a question of any one
panel member. lf the panel member correctly answers the
question, be/she remains on the panel; if not, the person
asking the question will take his/her place. Students in
the audience may use their salmon stories and word lists for
reference.

Make an effective bulletin. board display by using an opaque
projector to enlarge the following scene on a large piece of
white butcher paper. Students may trace the out.lines and
then take part iq coloring with water colors, tempera, felt
pens, crayons, etc.

ACTIVITY 2: THE INCREDIBLE LIFE GF THE
SALMON � DAYS!
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FACTS ABOUT THE SALVO<

I The female salmon lays some 3p600 eggs. On an average, only two of those eggs
vill complete the life cycle and survive to be adults

2. Salmon like cold water. Some pollution heats the river water to 85 degrees.
This is 7 degrees warmer than any salmon can survive.

3- Salmon hatcheries art located all over the state of Washington to help some
types of salmon reproduce.

Hatcheries maintain domestic stocks of salmon to supplement the number of
salmon available to fishermen. In some cases, these are placed in streams to
start a aatural ruu. la geueral, hatchery stocks are aot the saae as wild
stocks.

S. Here is a quick run-down on the salmon's life cycle. It is important to r'e-
member that there are various species of salmon and each one's life cycle is a
lit.tie different.

Life begins in a cold shallow inland stream when it hatches from a
sraall red egg the s ize of a pea.  If eggs have not been smothered
with silt.!

Salmon eggs stay in the nest for two to six months. Nature has
provided it with a yolk sac that supplies its uourisbmeut for the
f irst few weeks. At this stage it is called an alevin  AL"e-vin!.

Soon i t emerges as a small ~fr . lt spends its time alternately
hiding and searching for food.

A few months later it will leave the quiet waters of the shallow
river and wander downstream. It will feed on microscopic plants and
animals. It grows rapidly and is four to five inches long by the
time it reaches the mouth of the river and salt water. The salmon's
body must now adapt to the saltwater environment; several days are
spent at the mouth of the river as the fish adjusts to salinity.
Having reached the sea, its diet will gradually change and food is
plentiful. For the next two to four years, it vill swim hundreds of
miles offshore, escaping from hazards and natural predators.

As it matures and returns to the stream of its bir.th, its habits and
general appearance undergo many changes. Its jaws  especially the
males'! become longer and develop a ferocious-looking hook at the
end. This hook can be effective in the eventual mating process
 i.e., fighting other competitive males!.



Tea che r I nf o rma t ion

Wh ' ts life in the ocean ends, nature recalls it. to its birthplace.
Some mysterious homing instinct drives it to swim toward shore to
seek the mouth of the exact river tn which it was born,

Once it enters f resh vater, the salmon feeds no more. Du"g the
next several weeks o r months, until the spawn in.g cycle is ove r, itwill live only on th reserves of fat stored in its plump body-' So
strong is this mysterious urge that the salmon is driven on to
unbelievable tasks. Nothing short of death can stop it. Neither
rapids nor waterfalls ~ seething torrents nor swirling whirlpools can
stop it. Should it come upon a waterfall, it will often leap as high
as eleven feet to overcome it. If it doesn' t make it on the first
leap, it continues to leap again and again, un'til it either passes
this barrier or falls exhausted at. its base ~

When salmon migrate to their birthplaces at spawning time, the male
becomes quite easy to d~s"guish from the female . Not only does the
male have the hooked snout, but it develops a very noticeable hump on
its back. Some species change color more conspicuously than others,
such as the sockeye, which becomes bright red and green.

In spit.e of the many hazards, dams, areas of polluted water, and the
relentless harvest of fish by men, birds, and even bears, some of the
salmon miraculou»ly complete the journey to their spawning areas.
Experiments with tagged fish indicate that a salmon finally makes its
way to the stream where it was born. Although the salmon passes many
suitable streams on its journey upriver, it does not leave the school
of migrat.ing fish until it reaches its home stream. One to five
percent of hatch ry produced stock return to spawn.

salmon may smell their way to the proper stream. The water in each
stream se» ms to have a distinctive odor which is different from that
of auy other stream, The odor is produced by the kind of plants that
grow in the wat.er and tQe type of land the stream crosses.

ln one experiment, several fish captured from their spawning stream
were released downriver from its mouth Half of the fish had their
nostrils plugged; the other half did not. As they swam upstream once
again, the fish with unplugged nostrils turned off when they came to
the spawning stream. The fish with plugged nostrils could not smell.
the water flowing frots the side stream and swam on past. In an
experiment done by the Seat.tie Aquarium using morpholine to label. the
water and imprint the salmon, they had an early return of chinook and
coho to their art.ificial spawning channel.

When the male salmon fina]l.y reaches its destination along with the
hundreds of other salmon, it watches one of the females scrape a
shallow nest.  called a regd! in the gravel of the stream bottom.
After she scatters several thousand red pea-sized eggs in the ho llow,
t,he male showers them with mi] t which contains the sperm needed to
fertilize the eggs, When this mission has been accomplished, the
journey is ended and the spawning over. Spent adults usually guard
the redd before they die, One ma] e may fertili>«ggs from as many
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as five female salmon Scarred and balf starved the salmon drift
listlessly downstream where they soon

But next year and the year after that, even many years to come, new
generations of salsmon will return fry the sea to spawn and die in
the streams ~he~e they were born. @or centuries, the fate of the
salmon has been bound to the endlessly flowing rivers. Like hundreds
of other wild creatures that live in running water, they vill continue
to flourish only so long as their rivers flow unpolluted and reasona-
bly free of man-made obstructions.
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lk!RD L1ST

l. Alevin: Newly hatched salmon vitb its yolk sac still attached to
 sl-e-vin! its body.

2. Anadromous. Any fish that is born in f resh water but lives most of its
 a-nad-re-mes! life in salt water. A salmon is anadromous.

4. Fingerling: An old< r Pacific salmon that eats small planl. life and lives
in a stream.

Salmo» young that have used up their yolk sac and have gone
from the gravel bed and are ready to feed.

5. Fry:

The area or type of environment in which sn animal normally
lives.

6. Habitat:

3. Erosion: Mhen rock, dirt, or soil is moved from one area to another by
by natural forces.
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A kind of circle of life. When the stages in life of an
animal's life are repeated over and over again. Young salon
become adults. Adult salmon produce young salmon. Those young
salmon become adults and so on.

Very tiny plants and animals that. live in the sea. They are
food for other sea animals
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A round hole in a gravel bed where salmon eggs stay for about
8 weeks covered by loose gravel.

9. Redd:

A young salmon ready to go to sea. It is silver in color.10. Smolt:

ll. Spawn To lay eggs

12. Species: Different types or kinds of animals. For salmon, those that
look different and live for different lengths of time; we have
five species in the Northwest.
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13. Trophic Scale
ar Food Chain: The scale or pattern of aha eats whom in the animal kingdom,

the chain of eat and be eaten.
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The saall aac that ia attached to the baby salaon. This
provides all of the food to the baby be fore and after it is
hatched.
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THE INCREDIBLE LIFE OF THE SALMON
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CANADATHE INCREDIBLE LIFE OP THE ShIAON

the salmon anadromous  a-nad-re-mes!
because it can live in both types of water

at different times during its life. The
salmon is a strong animal. Its body is
long and sleek vith beautiful silver
sides, a dark back and light belly.
Salmon live in the Pacific Ocean from

WASHING TON

OREGON

Alaska to California. Some of these fish

have been known to travel as far east as

Asia.

CALIFORNIA

The story of the salmon is incredible be-
cause a salmon spends most of its life on
a. journey. On this journey, the salmon's
body goes through many changes; it vill
encounter many dangers and will live in
both fresh water and salt water. We call
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For a salmon, life begins at the bottom of a shallow, freshwater
stream in a bed of gravel. Small salmon eggs, the size of a pea, are
clustered in groups and rest just under the top layer of gravel. This
first home is called a re8d.

h o 9 salmon is growing inside the egg. This may haPPen in late
When the young salmon inside the egg reaches the stage shown

below, it is almost ready to hatch. It will remain inside the egg a
while longer.



MHhT DOES THE ShLNN LOOK LIKE WHEN IT IS BATCHKD7

When the baby salmon hatches from the egg, it is only about an inch
and a half long. Its body has a small sac that supplies it with food
for many weeks. This is called a ~o1k sac and is located underneath
the fish's body. This small fish zs called an alevin and soon it will
be able to eat small plant particles in the water. Nany small salmon
swim together in the stream where they are born.

As the salmon grow larger, they swim greater distances in the river.
Their bodies grow longer and they begin to look like adult fish.



WHAT DOES THE SAIGON LOOK LIKE MW?

At this stage the baby fish is less than a year old and is called a
~fr . It has marking on its sides so that it can hide  from enemies!
along the river banks.

The fry will spend most. of its time searching for food. It feeds on
water insects and other small animals in the river. After a fev
months the little fry will start to wander down stream.

It is now from two to four inches long. Along with many other baby
fish, it has started a journey that. will last the rest of its life.
While the young salmon is traveling, it will come across many new
dangers. Larger fish, birds and wild animals will want to eat the
salmon fry. Nany rivers are polluted by man, and this too can cause
death. The baby fish must have clean water to survive. This fresh-
water home is called a habitat.

As the fry live in the rivers or lakes they continue to grow and soon

The salmon smolt is about two years old and is over five inches long.
!t has a shiny, silvery coat and has lost all of the dark marking that
helped it to hide in the river. Now the fish will- feel a strong urge
to find its way to the open sea. The smolt travel in groups searching
for the salt-water that will be their next home; however, not all of
these fish vill reach the sea. Hungry bears, wild foxes, birds or
polluted water due to erosion may cause it to die.

Having reached the sea, the young salmon find that life is very differ-
ent. There is a lot of food and the ocean is very salty!



IS THE SALNDN FREE FROM DANGER 1K'

It is now becoming a young
changes from a diet of smal
to small sea creatures and
salmon must now be careful

whales, sharks, seals and s
animals would like to have

As it grows older, its body vill keep changing. The adult salmon has
a larger face and jaw than the smolt. Its body is becoming heavier
and more muscular; it can now swirrr much faster than before. As an
adult, the salmon will spend from two to five years in the ocean.
There are five types, or species, of salmon in the Northwest and each
type spends a different amount of time at sea. During this time a
salmon will swim hundreds of miles and stay by itself, rather than
with a group. It swims throughout Puqet Sound and the Pacific Ocean.

The greatest. danger to the salmon now will be the fishermen with large
boats and nets; and fishing poles with hooks and lines.



The adult salmon continues to grow larger and stronger. Each fish
will need as much strength as possible for it is almost time for it to
begin its trip back to its birthplace. The salmon has a type of
instinct that tells it when it is time to start searching for the
stream of its birth. The search will be slow and it will face many
tnore dangers.

A salmon has a wonderful sense of smell; this will help it find its
home. While in the ocean, each salmon will swim seven to ten miles a
day until it reaches the mouth of the river where it was born. When
swimming back up the river, it may only travel one mile a day and will
need to rest often. It will actually swim against the mighty rivers
trying to find the exact location of its birth. The salmon is smel-
ling its way. The water in each stream seems to have a special odor
which is different from that of any other stream. The odor is made by
the kind of plants that grow in the water and the type of land the
stream crosses.

Along the way it may encounter a dam in the river or a fish ladder  as
in Lake Washington! but none of these things will' stop salmon from
attempting to continue their journey upstream.
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The salmon is no longer eating now; its only thought is to make its
way home to ~s awn. Many fish are now swimming together np the rivers.
When the male and female find the right spot in the shallow stream,
they are ready to lay the eggs. This is called spawning. The salmon's
body has changed again; some of their bodies may be red and green
instead of silver. lt also has a large hooked nose.

Now that the salmon have spawned, and the eggs are safe under the
gravel in a redd, the fish lose all of their energy. Pretty soon they
will die; for their life cycle has been completed.

The salmon is a complete wonder. It faced many dangers and survived!
It made a home in both the freshwater river and the saltwater ocean.
It escaped wild animals and fishermen's nets. The most amazing thing
was the way the salmon could find its home  after being gone for
several years! just by sense of smell.
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COMPLETE TliE SALMON STORY

In your own words, complete this story on the liaes below

Imagine you are aa adult Pacific Northwest salmon, You have lived for three years
in the ocean aad are now ready to return to your first home - your place of birth.
Explain how you will get from the mouth of the river to your own stream. Imagine
that you encounter some dangers on your way. Describe them in your story. Rxplain
what you look like.
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Teacher information

Key

Write the number of the word next to the correct meaning.

3. Spawn

4. Redd

8 . Smo 1 t.

1. Fry

2, Alevin

5. Life cycle

6, Plankton

7. Anadromous

Very tiny plants and animals that live in the sea.

Salmon young that have used up their yolk sac.

Any fish that is born in fresh water but lives most of
its life in salt water.

hlewly hatched salmon with its yolk sac still attached to
its body

3 To lay and fertilize eggs.

A round hole in a gravel bed where salmon eggs stay.

A kind of circle of life. The chain of life from birth
to death, to birth again.

A young salmon ready to go to sea.
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Vrite the nunher of the word next to the correct aeaning-

4. Redd

8 Soolt

1. Pry

2. Alevin

3. Spawn

5. Life cycle

6. Plankton

7. Anadroaous

Very tiny plants and aaiaals that live in the sea

Salnon young that have used np their yolk sac.

Any fish that is born in fresh water but lives nost of
its life in salt water.

Newly hatched salaon with its yolk sac still attached t
its hody.

To lay and fertilize eggs.

A round hole in a gravel bed where satuon eggs stay.

A kind of circle of life. The chain of life frau birth
to death, to birth again.

A young salIsoa ready to go to sea



ACTIVITY 3:

HOW TO CREATE A SALMON HABITAT

MURAL �-3 DAYS!
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AC'gV fTY 3: HOW TO CREATE A SALMON
HABITAT MURAL �-3 DAYS!

OBJECTIVE& The
l.
2

student will be able to:
create a picture of one stage of the salmon cycle.
place the correct stage of the salmon at the correct loca-
tion on the mural.
place the correct danger at the correct phase of the salmon's
li fe.

TEACHER
PREPARATION. The

l.
teacher will need to:
line a long bulletin board with white butcher paper or place
it on a large floor area.
pencil in a cross-section of a landscape scene showing a
mountain, stream, lake, river, ocean.
Copy the Teacher Information Sheet, "Salmon Stages" and cut
the words into strips  one word per strip! for each student.
 Nake sure each stage is represented.!
Copy the Teacher Infoosation Sheet, nDangers to Salmon" and
cut tbe words into strips as for "Salmon Stages."
Review Teacher Information .on life cycle stages and dangers
to saloon froa A~ctivit 2.

MATERIALB-
2.
3.
4,
5.

white butcher paper to cover large display area
colored felt pens and/or tempera paint
sal~aon stages cut into strips of paper  one word per strip!
S"xl2" white construction paper
dangers to salmon's life written on paper or tagboard slips

PROCEDURES:I. Sketch a scene such as the one on the Teacher Information
Sheet, "Salmon Scene " on a long length of white butcher
paper that could be put on a bulletin board.  See diagram.!
This may be copied by using an opaque projector; students
may help!

Explain that this will be the background for their picture
of salmon stages.

Have students divide into groups of 3 or 4 and ask each
group to color one section of scenery

Put slips of paper  with salmon names! in a container and
allow each student to draw a name.

Explain that each student now has an. assignment. As they
re-read through the salmon story they mu.st pay attention to
what their salmon, at that stage of development., loo-ks like.

CONCEPTS The salmon's life is made up of distinct stages, At each stage
of the salmon's life it faces new dangers.
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6. hfter each student has read "The Incredible Life of the
Salmon" be/she will illustrate a stage of the fish's life,
thea attach it to the landscape scene.

On the second day, discuss the dang,ers the salmon encounters
in its life.

8. Repeat the above activity, this tine just haviag students
attach the danger word slips to the correct life cycle stage
 See diagram, Teacher Information.!

9.  optional! Students may c~lete activity at desk using
large �2"xlg"! white construction payer and drawing in the
background drama.

KXTEkOED
ACYAIIllKca. 1. hsk students to relate orally or in writing wby the above

daagers are a hazard to the salmon's life.

2. Students may wish to bring in gravel to attach to riverbed
of "salmon scene".

Each student may wish to create bis/her own scene oa a
12" x 18" sheet of white constructioa payer. Ask each
student to draw a landscape scene and color completely.
List the stages of the salmon cycle oa the board snd ask the
students to nake small 1" x g" labels aad paste then to
appropriate spaces on their landscape. They nay then wish
to nake small cut-outs of several of the dangers to salmon
and attach them to the correct location on their landscape.
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FINGERLING ADULT SAON

F INGERL I NG ADULT SALMON

FINGERLING ADULT SALMON

FINGERLING ADULT SAIGON

FINGERI,lNG ADULT SALMON

FINGERLING ADULI SALMON
Al.EVIN EGGS

FINGERLING ADULT SALMON

FINGERLING ADULT SALMON

FINGERLING ADULT SALMON

FINGERLING ADULT SALMON

FINGERLING ADULT SALMONALEVIN EGGS
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ALEVIN

ALEVIN

ALEVIN

ALEVIN

ALEVIN

ALEVIN

ALEVIN

ALEYlN

ALF 7' l N

ALEVIN

EGGS

EGGS

EGGS

EGGS

EGGS

l;GGS

EGGS

FRY

FRY

FRY

Fill

Fl i'

FRY

SALNON STAGES

SMOLT

Sl%LT

SMOLT

SMOLT

SMOLT

SMOLT

SMOLT

SMOLT

StlOLT

SMOLT

SMOLT

SMOLT

FINGERLING ADULT SALMON
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aLKS

FI SHKRHKN

BIRDS

FISHER%i

SEALSBIRDSFOK

F I SHEI063fSHARKS

SEALSBIRDSFOX

FISHING BOATS FISHING BOATS
VITH HOOKS WITH HOOKS

FISHING BOATS
VITH MKTS

FISHING BOATS
VITX NKTS

FISHING BOATS
VITH NKTS

FISI638KN F I SHING BOATS
IGTH NETS

FISHING BOATS FISHING BOATS FISHING BOATS
WITH HOOKS WITH IHNKS VITH 80%S

POLLIITION
EROSION

POLLUTION:
EROSION

POLLUTION:
KROS ION

POLLUTION:
EROSION

POLLUTION:
KROSION

POLLImON:
CNHICALS

POLLUTION =
CHKHI GALS

POLLUTION:
CHKH I CALS

POLLUTION:
CHENICALS

POLLUTION;
CHKlIICALS
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AFTER MUI%Z IS OOHPLETHD, IT SHOULD IDOK LIKE THIS

wha1es



ACTIVITY 4-

~ GETTING TO KNOW TYPESOF SALMON
�-3 DAYS!
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Salmon Species Fact Gaue
a. Group class into two teaus.
b. Each student nay use his/her chart for jnfpruatjon.
c, Write a saluon naue on the board.
d. Have one ueuber froa each teau stand up.

Ask a question about the species that is written oo
the board, such as; What is another naue for this
fish? How uuch does it weigh- When does it spawn?
Does it have spots? Is its flesh dark red?

f. 7he first tean to answer the question gets the point
g. Students may take turns asking the questions.
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Te a che r In f o rma ti on

SALMON SPECIES

Poi»ts you may wish to discuss with students:

The five species of salmon have each adapted to different habitats.

2, Several species of salmon in Alaskan waters have adapted to long, cold, icy
winters. The fish of California have adapted to a more moderate climat.e.

3. The st.ronger species  King and Sockeye! tend to swim further upstream to spawn;
the weaker species spawn closer to the mouth of the river. The species th,it
spaw» further upstream have more body reserve to make the journey possible.

The stronger species I,King/Chinook! will spawn in very coarse gravel and the
weaker species  Pink! will spawn in fine, lightweight gravel.  This point
could be relat.ed to the types of nests that birds build: a robin creates a
large sturdy nest, while a htsnmingbird makes a small, lightweight home.!

Each species spends a different amount of time in the river, stream, lake or
ocea f1 .

The Sockeye or Red Salmon will live for one year in a lake before going to the
ocea fl .

Each species has adapted to a different diet - thus affecting it.s size and
stre»gth.
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WHAT DO YOU THINK?

l. What type of salmon can grow to be the largest or weigh the most?

Chuyok

2 Which salmon has dark red flesh? Sock e/Red

3. The Pink and Sockeye salmon both spawn in the hnneeJt
the year.

of

Kin~'Ckuroo k

6. The Si f vM/Cobe

7. If you cauld catch one of these salmon, which one would you catch?

 aruiiieu i~~van }

Why?

9, Another name for tbe King salmon is C~o~

l0. Which fish has large dark spots on its back and tail?

Pink/Humpback

8

5. Which two fish live to be the oldest?

8. When does the Chum salmon spawn?

salmon is always bright silver in color.
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11. is asother name for the Cham salmon.

12. When does the Silver salnon spawns

13 Another name for the Socheye salmon is

14. Which fish has the J.ightest colored fleshy

1$. The salmon hss the shortest life.



WHAT DO YOU THINK?

l. What type of salmon can grow to be the largest. or weigh the most?

of3. The Pink and Sockeye salmon both spawn in the
the year.

salmon weighs from three to five pounds,4. A

6. The

7. If you could catch one of these salmon, which one would you catch?

Why?

When does the Chum salmon spawn?

10 Which fish has large dark spots on its back and tail?

2. Which salmon has dark red flesh' ?

5, Which two fish live to be the oldest' ?

9. Another name for the King salmon is

saljson is always bri ght silver in color.
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is another naae for the Chun salaon.

12. When does the Silver saleon spa~'7

13. Aaother naae for the Socteye salmon is

14. Which fish has the lightest colored flesh?

15. The salmon has the shortest Ii



ACTIVITY 5:
LIFE OF THE SALMON: SLIDE
PRESENTATION AND NARRATION
� DAY!



5$ AC TVrrV 5: U~ m mE SimumN: SUDE
PRESENTATKIN AND MARRAlllON
 i DAv!

CONNPIR

OELIECTlIVES:
l.
2.

TKACHKR
PREPARATIOhL I .

2.
See materials listed below.
Become familiar with the slide narration.

f sROCEOURES: I .

Photo Credits

Slides were made available by;

Ring Count.y Planning Divison, Seattle, Washington; Bill Eckel ~
Ray Heller and Pat Higgins

Fisberies Research Institute: Steve Wilson

Orca Survey: Ken Balcomb

Jones a»d Jones: Ken Caldwell

Peninsula College, Port Angeles: Paul E. Richmonli

MATERIALS: I .
2.
3.
4.

student will:
identify the basic stages of the salmon's life
demonstrate ability to rem%her vocabulary words related to
the salmon's life cycle.

slide projector and slide tray
screen

cassette recorder  if you have taped the narration!
class set of Student Handout,"Salmon Life Cycle

Review with students these terms:
redd: nest of salmon eggs
alevin: nevly hatched baby salmon

first stage of salmon where it feeds itself. It is
to 2 inches long.

Smolt or Pin erlin : a young salmon ready to go to sea

Explain to students that. they will need to watch for the
stages of the salmon's life and the dangers the salmon will
encounter.

Show slides to students - encourage discussion as you go by
asking:

Do you remember this tera?
b. What is the salmon doing now?
c. What stage comes next?
d. How is the salmon finding its way home?

Distribute Student Handout, "Salmon Life Cycle." Direct
students to complete the worksheet.
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Slide Presentation

P&9eTitle: The Incredible Life of the salmon

Picture Description Narration or hudio Direction

>ic. No.~ A salasoa's life is aa incredible oae't Salmon
spend mast of their lives oa a journey that is
fall of danger. This slide Presentation vill
take yon oa ~ journey with some salmon. Too
vill aee the salmon as tiny eorms, aad what
their lives are like ia the freshwater stream
and ia the salt water oceaa. Rave you ever
sees a salmon? Did it look like this?

Pic. No.
This aap of the Paget Sound area shows us maay
streaas and rivers where salmon have spawned.
hll of tbe dark brown tines show the path that
salmon take vhea they return to their birth-
place .

pic. No. This is the hocae for salmon during most of
their lives 'ke must. be very careful to take
care of the water so that it wil] always be
clean. Puget. Sound is the home for many
salmon.

pic. Ho 4

A freshwater area up in the foothills of a
mountain is where the salmon begins and ends
its life.



Slide Presentation

Title: The incredible Life of the Salmon Page Ho.

Narration or Audio DirectionPicture Description

Pic. No. 5

h shallov stream such as this is where you
might find salmon eggs buried under 6 to 8
inches of gravel at tbe bottom of the stream.

Pic. Ho. 6

Hany months before, a female salmon built a
redd here and laid her eggs. Hov does a fish
build a nestT Let's watch!

P1.c. No.~
The female salmon hunts around until she finds
the right type of gravel; not too large and
not too deep. This is called "nosing." Here
sbe is "nosing" the gravel to f ind the best
place for ber nest.

Fxc. No.~

Row the female turns on her side  or upside
down! and digs her nest by moving her tail up
and down.
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Slide Presentation.

Title The Incredible Life of the Salmon Page No.

Narration or Audio DirectionPicture Description

Pic. No.
As she flips her tail, small bits of dirt and
gravel are scattered into the water and car"
ried downstream a short distance by the cur-
rent.

Pic No.

The female is now ready to lay her eggs in the
small hole. A male salmon is by her side to
fertilize the eggs.

Pic. No. 11

The female salmon then covers the fertilized
eggs with gravel from in front of the nest.
Again she uses her tail to move the pebbles.

Pic. No. 12

She is now ready to move on and build another
nest. Female salmon dig several nests and lay
their eggs in several places. All of these
nests combine to make a redd. Salmon usually
spawn at nzght.
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Slide Presentation

Title: The Incredible Life of the Salmon Page Ho.

Sarration or Audio DirectionPicture Description

Salmon eggs stay in the nest for two to six
months. This is what a large group of eggs
looks like. The small dark spots are the
salmon's eyes.

Pic. No
Often times the eggs are not completely cover-
ed by gravel, then they wash downstream and
might be eaten by a bird Nany of these eggs
vill never grov to be large fish. What else
cauld happen to the salmon eggs?

Pic No

Only 10 out of 100 salmon. eggs vill get to the
fry stage. If the eggs are completely covered
by a fine dirt, as in. this picture, oxygen is
cut off from the embryo and it will die.
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Slide Presentation

Title: %he Incredible Life of the Salmon Page Ho.

NLarration or Audio birectiouPicture Description

beany changes have taken place inside the egg.
It is now ready to leave the small rounded
shell of the egg.

P ic. No.

As the alevin batches, its yolk sac is attached
underneath its body. The alevin will remain
under the gravel for many weeks until its
"food sac" is used up. Then nature tells i t
it is time to find its own food.

Pic. No. 23

The small fish is now at the fry stage.

Pic. M. 24

Free swingeing, it must now find it.s own food.
Luckily its water environment is filled with
small plant particles and t.iny bugs. Can you
see some of the fry's food in the water?
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Slide Presentation

page Mo.

Picture Description

Pic. Ho. 25

starting to resemble a large
fi h.  Notice its tail aad fins.! Its
is aot silver yet It has dark markings on
its sides to help camouflage it.

Pic. Np. 26

Here we caa see how the baby salmon's markings
help it to hide. The fish needs to look like
part of its surroundings.

The salmon fry will stay ia the stream for
several months as their bodies continue to
grow, Sometimes these beautiful rivers become
polluted by man.

pic. Ho.

I f the water temperature becomes too hot, the

Title:&e Incredible I�ife pf table Salmon

I rration or hudio Direction



Slide Presentation

Title: The Incredible Life of the Sai~n Page No.

Narration or Audio DirectionPicture Description

Pic. N0.~2

Me must all help care for streams and rivers
so that this will not happen. How could you
help keep water clean?

Pic. No.

Another danger to the young salmon is wild
animals. Here a blue heron waits for its
dinner to come sw~ing by.

Pic. No.
The salmon is growing larger and is now making
its way to the sea, During its journey, it
may pass through a lake such as this. This
lake is covered with pl.ant life. These plants
cut down on the oxygen supply for fish.

Pi . No. 32

Coming down from the river a fingerling may
come across a man-made dam, ?low what will it
do? These dams have small openings where
young fish can pass through and continue on
their journey.
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Narration or Audio DirectionPicture Description

Pic. Mo.~y Killer whales especially enjoy feeding on
salmon swirmning in the ocean.

Plc, NO. 38 Harbor seals wait patiently until a school of
salmron swim by. They then slip into the water
anrI have a tasty meal.

Large fishing boats with nels can scoop up
many salmon at a time. We can see fishirrg
boats like this in Puget Sound. The salsron
has a challenging life as it lives in the sea.
Which of these dangers would be the hardest to
ear ape7

40 When the signal coraes, instinct. tells the
salrrron it is timre to find its way back to its
home or place of birth.
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Pic. No. 4l

Salmon that have lived in the Pacific north-
west might find their way to Lake Washington.
Before they enter the lake they must pass
through the fish ladder

Pic No. 4~

The fish ladder was built many years ago to
help salmon travel from Puget Sound to fresh
water. It is special to be able to see
the fish as they swim up each step of the
ladder.

Pic. No. 43

Salmon have no idea what awaits them upstream.
They dou't think about what they are going to
do. Here we see many fish swisming upstream
against the flow of water.
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Pic. No.
45

Swimsing against the current, some salmon have
been known to jump ll feet out of the water to
get over a waterfall or dam.

Pic. No. 46

These fish are looking for the best place in
the river to build nests and lay their eggs
They are ready to spawn.

Pic. No. 4>

The salmon's body has certainly gone through
many changes in its life. Here you can see
another color change. Also the hook nose is
common for the male salmon.

P ic. No. 4S

After spawning is completed the salmon lose
all of their energy and will quickly die.
Often times animals will feed on their bodies.
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Pic. No.~

The life cycle has been completed. The sal-
mon's journey was not an easy one! In each
stage of its life it faced many dangers
Truly, this story is one of nature's wonders.

Pic. No. 5O One of the dangers the salmon faced in its
life was pollution. Let's take a closer look
at rivers and streams in the Puget Sound area
and the problem of pollution. People of all
ages enjoy streams and rivers, whether in
their backyard or at a state park.

Pic. No.

It is fun to run and play beside a beautiful
brook or to camp along the side of a gurgling
river.

Pic. Ho.

Nature provides us with many pretty settings
such as this one, In this picture we can see
forests, trees, bushes and grass; all of these
things provide a natural ground cover and help
protect soil from being washed away.
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Pic. No.~

When housing, developments are built, the land
~ ust be cleared away and asphalt and cement
will become the new ground cover. Can pave-
ment and cement absorb rain water? What will
happen to all of this water?

Pic. No.~

This small forest stream would be a perfect
home for little fish. Do you know why? The
stream is surrounded by trees and bushes.
These plants will provide shade for the water
and keep it very cool, and also bugs and flies
can live in the branches. Little fish need to
have cool water and small bugs and insects.

P ic, Na. 56

Would this be a goad home for fish? Are there
any bushes where insects could live? Are
there any trees for shade to keep the wat.er
coo 1?

Water that cannot be absorbed into the ground
because of cement or blacktop will flow into
ditches, gullies, ravines, streams and rivers
very quickly. Because of the large amounts of
vater, the river banks are cut away and t.he
soil and gravel are carried downstream. When
the rain water stops flowing, the river bed
will look like this. Fish eggs and small fish
can be killed by all of the soil in the water.
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Pic. No. 57

Pic. No. 5S

Another thing people do to rivers, streams,
gullies, and ravines is to throw titter into
them as if they were a garbage durap This is
not the place where garbage belongs.

V rc. No.

People also use storla drains that are located
in streets to dump left-over car oil or other
chemical saste. These drains So d~irectl into
rivers and streams. This is another way that
People pollute the water. Storm drains are
no t f or garbage!

Pic. No. 6

These fish could not live in water that
filled with litter, oil, and soil from storm
water run-o f f .

This stream would not. be a good home for small
animals either. If there were a sudden rain-
storm, what would happen to the sides of the
bank? What happens when there is too mucb
soil in the water?
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Pic. No. ~l

%hat are some things that we can do now to
help make water clean for fish and other small
animals2 Is clean water something only adults
can take care of2 maybe your class can become
involved in a clean vater project.

Pic. No. ~~

gy taking a field trip to a stream or river
that is close by you can help pick-up litter
that has been left behind.

You also need to remember that whenever you
are.' near a brook or stream, you must not leave
any waste or litter about. It is your job
every day to make sure you help keep water
clean by nnt lit~teria

Your parents can help too! Adults need to
know how important clean water is to all of
us. People want to have places where they can
enjoy beautiful rivers and streams with fish
and other wildlife. Salmon need clean water
'to live and there are fever and fewer salmon
returning to rivers each year. These are some
of the reasons people need to think of ways to
keep vater clean.
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SALHOH LIFE CYCLE

l. Salmon lay their eggs in a freshwater 4&eae a4 ~ver.

2. The little nest where the eggs stay in the gravel is called a

3 List the four stages of s salmon's life

4. Can you draw a picture of an alevin?

5. When a salmon is a smolt, what color its its body? ~~V~

6. True X False A salmon can live in a polluted river.

7. List five animals that like to eat salmon.

8- X True False There are different types or species of salmon.

y. @bat rlo salmon try rata d~~bua, nrttta .pynnya, tnaecta

10. Can you draw a picture of an adult salmon?



ll. The salmon live in the Pam c ocean.

12, What danger does the salmon face in the ocean'?

13, The salmon finds its home again by ~Lie& and/04 4ee6e. o am~

14. When the salmon lay their eggs in the bottom of a stream, we say they are

15. Draw a picture of a salmon when it is ready to spawn.

16. Liat 5 ways people destroy the home of salmon

6tuLdur haul~ deuto

fat 4:n aA

17. How can you help keep water clean' ?

Ianss?eu ~ cart.yj

18, What are 3 things adults can do to keep water safe for fish' ?

76 Teacher Information - Key

chen~aQ, and zeta e.

4&~ ~m tun O
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SAMON LIFE CYCLE

l. Salmon lay their eggs in a freshwater

2. The littl.e nest where the eggs stay in the gravel is called a

3. List the four stages of a salmon's life.

4. Can you draw a picture of an alevin?

5. When a salmon is a smolt, what color is its body?

6. True False A salmon can live in a polluted river.

7. List five animals that like to eat salmon.

True False There are different types or species of salmon.

9. What do salmon fry eat?

10. Can you draw a picture of an adult salmon?



ACTIVITY 6:

SALMON JOURNEY

�-2 DAYS!
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CONCEPTS: A pair of salmon produce many offspring.
Salmon face many life-threatening hazards as they travel
upstream to spawn.
Each hazard to a stream  erosion, garbage, culverts, toxic
wastes, etc.! will decrease the number of salmon. that return
to their place of birth to spawn.

l.

2.

3

QILIECTIVES' Students will demonstrate abil.ity to:
l. identify at least one type of salmon by the end of game.
2. follow directions in order to construct and physically take

part in an obstacle course {other students of the same school
should be able to experience also!.

3. relate five hazards a salmon faces on a journey upstream to
spawn.

4. determine the number of salmon that will return to spawn at
the same location in a riverbed by using math skills  multi-
plication!.

5. list two ways that clean water is essential to our ecosystem
if salmon are to survive.

TEACHER
PREPARATION: l. select and reserve for one to two days a large area within

your school to set up the game  gym, part of lunchroom,
covered play area, vacant classroom, part of hallway, etc. !

2. collect "junk"  See jjaterialsj for each station of the obstacle+
course f rom home, students, neighbors, etc.

3. prepa.re six large containers  cof fee cans, shoe boxes, ice
cream containers, etc.! as stat.ion spinners and chip collec-
tion containers. Mark 0-6 on each spinner dial.

4 Make at least 100 chips marked male or female. See Materials,
5. Make wall display with game directions for students.

NOTE; The Salmon Journey Game is available as a kit from the
Pacific Science Center. The kit contains the materials needed to

set up and conduct the game. Please call to reserve the kit.

ACTIVITY 8: SALMON JOURNEY �-2 DAYS!



6 M k cardboard salmon cutout.s, one for each species, label
wi tb s pe c ie s name . Example:

7. Use mural or bulletin board display made in Activity 3, "How
to Create a Salmon Habitat Mural" for Statio~ 7.

There will be 7 stations consisting of the following materials:
 any of the stations could be simulated by having students draw
pictures or mnrals to show the contents of the station, i.e. see
how creatively students could create a "junk" scene oa paper.!

l. Erosion � small piles of dirt or tora brown crepe paper to
resemble dirt. Four large mason  mayonnaise! jars filled Q
full with dirt and 3/4 full with water. Students would shake
these to see how cloudy water can become with erosion - and
that it doer oot filter dooa ~oiehl

2, Humans - f ish net, large hooks on string.
3. Heat � old heat lamps to create a warm spot.
4, Junk - plumbing fixtures, bottles, containers, old tires,

etc.

5. Cul verts - as cement culverts are hard to obt.a in, you may
wish ta use chairs and blankets to simulate a cu.lvert.

6. Toxic Waters - hang empty bottles and cans of materials often
disisposed of in stream drainage system, oil t pesticides,
pa int, anti -f reeze, etc.

7. Good S almon Habitat � use poster or mural made in Activity 3
here. You may al.so have overhanging boughs here as well-
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20 salmon chips for each team; 10 male and 10 femal.e. You
could have 5 teams � team per species! going through the
obstacle course at one time.
5 salmon cut-outs with labels of cardboard � painted to
illustrate each of the 5 species  Chum, Pink, Coho, Chinook
and Sockeye!. See poster, "Anadromous Fish of the Pacific
Northwest."
a long st.rip of blue crepe paper or fabric to simulate a
stream.
nails or tacks to place display cards on board.
6 station spinners
You may wish to copy this diagram to reproduce and use as
salmon chips in the game.

10.

11.

12.
13.
14.

g. 5 display cards, 5"x7", with the numbers 30, 60, 90, 120,
150, and 2 holes on top of each.
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I display rn large sPSet up 6 hazard sta ro
d ashram. Select at least 2 older studentsaccording to this iagrh t tion  another class may want. to helpto help at each sta i

PROCEDUR+~ 1.

p and collection containe

game rules and proced

on display board at beginn
also review rul.es with

ontln'ue tbrougb

If classes aresses are given general outline and object o f "Salmon
Journe Game" by e efore they begin, it vill be a hetter learning
experience.

may be used by students throughout the school As
one class goes through, they may wish to see how many return-
ing adults thei r c1ass received,



GAME RULES

Ob'ect of the Game

To make a journey upriver to spawn and to end the journey with as
many pairs of male and female salmon as possible.

1. Students may travel through the obstacle course in a team of
2 to 4 students.

2. Each team is given:
a. 20 salmon chips �0 male and 10 female!
b. 1 salmon label

3. Each team is given mentioned game parts  see above! and
travels to station 1.

4. One member spins the dial on the spinner. The total number
shown represents how many salmon were lost to that part.icular
hazard. For example, if the number is 5, then 5 salmon chips
must be discarded into the chip container. Teams should
take care to keep the number of males and females as close as
possible when they discard .

5. The team then travels to the next station and repeats the
spinning of the dial and discarding of salmon chips through
all seven stations.

6. If the team runs out of chips, they are out of the game and
should return to their starting point.

7. When the team reaches "Good Salmon Habitat" station, the
total number of pairs are counted by station helpers.

The teams are then told how many salmon will live to be off-
spring from that pair s!. Two salmon make about 3,000 ferti-
lized eggs. Assuming a lg survival rate:

3,000 eggs
x .Ol

30

So, 30 salmon would be likely to return to spawn.

8. The team members  or helpers! then add their total number of
offspring  use display cards! to the display board next to
the correct species their team represented. The display
board will be on the back wall of the game area.

This game was developed by the Pacific Science Center, Metro,
of Bellevue, King County planning Commission Washington State
Fisheries, and the City of Seattle for the pacific Science Center a
"Science Circus, 1919."



ACTIVITY 7:

~ STREAMLINED ANIMAL

� DAYS!



ACTIVIT'V 7: STREAMLINED ANIMAL � DAYS!

CONCKPT8- A salmon's body is adapted to its water envirorunent at all
stages of its life.
Each part of the fish's body has an important function; i.e.,
gills for breathing, fins for movement, scales for protec-
tion, location of eyes for increased vision, etc.

5.
TEACHER
PREPARATION: 1.

2.
Read through Student Handouts.
Decide if you would like to use the activities in "Try This"
section as stations. If they are to be used as stations, you
will need to duplicate questions to be posted at each station,
along with appropriate equipment.
If students are to participate in lab experiments as a total
group, arrange equipment accordingly.
Obtain a fish skin  large bottom fish would be best for this,
i.e., cod, red snapper, flounder, etc.! and fish head from
the fishmarket. You want them to be as fresh as possible.
Obtain goldfish  student may bring them from home! and magnify-
ing glass es! for lab experiments.
Read through discussion questions and answers before lesson
is taught.
Duplicate student handouts or make overhead transparencies of
information.

3.

5.

MATERIALS:
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

I class set of hand lenses, magnifying glasses or microscope
1 cup of vinegar
1 class set of student worksheet, "A Streamlined Animal."
fresh fish skin and head  for gills! and fins.
several large, wide-mouthed aquaria jars
class set of discussion questions, "A Streamlined Animal."
2-6 goldfish

PRQCEDUREB:I. Hand out student worksheet. Decide how much material you.
wish to cover in one day and allow for those experiments,
discussions, etc.

If stations are to be used after student reading, discuss
procedure with students. You may wish to ask students to
rotate through stations or do experiments as a large group .

OBJECTIVES: Students will demonstrate ability to:
1. describe how a fish is suited to living in water by observing

and recording how it moves.
2. describe what salmon's scales are like.
3. describe the salmon's field of vision.
4. describe the movement of salmon and the function of gills by

observing and participating in experiments.
label seven basic parts of a salmon.
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Nuscles for Stren th
Why does the salmon need so many muscles?  Each muscle
pulls only on the part it is attached to - by gett.ing
shorter. For every movement, many muscles are needed.!
Can you find a zig-zag pattern in the fish's muscles?
Trace it with your finger.
Almost t.he entire body of the salmon is made up of
muscle. When you eat salmon, you eat mostly muscle.

Scales for Protection
Slime is produced by invisible glands scattered all over
the body. This slime helps keep off fungi and bacteria
and also oils the body surface.
ln size and thickness, scales may vary greatly; oa some
fish they are microscopic
Students may do some research to find which fish has the
largf st scales in the world,

for Breathi~nGil ls
Gills work like lungs.
Does tbe fish use its nostrils for breathing?
smell,!
Look at the gills in vinegar. Why are the gills red?
 Their thin covering inside permits the blood inside to
show through. !
Explain t.o st.udents that the oxygen used by fisb is not
bound up chemically in the water molecules  H 0! but is2 7
oxygen gas that is dissolved in tbe water-
Which water has more oxygen in it, the mountain st.ream
of young salmon or a pond of water? Why?  llountain
stream - the constant. turbulance adds oxygen. !
Display a glass of boiled water. Stir it briskly. How
have I made t.his water better for f ish?  St.irring the
Water SliXes in seme air, and therefOre OXygen gas, intO
it .!

l.
2.

After students read material use the following questions for
each topic:
Finn for Svi~min S eed snd Control

When the chest fins are spread out from the body,
would a fish move faster or slower?  Slower - when in
this position they act as a brake.!
Which is the largest fin?  Tail fin, it moves the fish
through the water. !

3. Have you seen a fish out of water? Does it go anywhere?
4 What do the other fins do?

Have a picture of a streamlined airplane handy. Compare
the job of a tail. fin and tailsection of a plane.
Compare the streamlined bodies of both. The wings of B
plane are si,milar to which fins?
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A STREAMLINED ANIMAL

Earlier in this unit you may have listened to a story of a salmon as
it barely escaped death. The salmon was a good swimmer and used
many quick movements as it glided through the water. Its eyesight
helped it to be aware. Whether the salmon is in the stream or in
the ocean, there are certain parts of its body that are of special
help. The salmon uses special muscles to dart quickly about in the
water. It also has a special covering of scales that make it almost
waterproof. Behind the salmon's head are gills that make it possible
to breathe underwater. Let's take a closer look at these parts of
the fish and some others to see how this streamlined animal survives
in the ocean..

What does streamlined mean? We say a fish is streamlined if it is
sharply pointed at the head for parting of the waters, and the
larger part of the body tapers back toward the tail so that the
water can flow smoothly along the sides. A salmon is indeed built
this way.

Fins for Swimmin , S eed, and Control
A sa mon as seven j.ns at. a wor together. There are two
pectoral fins and two pelvic fins, one on each side of the body.
There is one anal, one caudal and one dorsal fin.
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As a salmon moves through ghe water its movements are similar to an
ai plane. The caudal fzn, or tail fin, is like an airplane's tail-
piece snd will sense the hody to the right or left. The fish gnides
its course through ~e ~ager with ghe caudal fin. The powerful tail
also acts as a propel].or. Pairs of fins an either side of ghe
pectoral and Pelvic fins are like an airplane's elevator, helping

up and down in the water. These fins also act as
br&e; salmon will use these go slow down, change speed, or stop

The back fin or dorsal fin and ~e anal fin help to balance the fish
in the water. These two fins keep the salmon from rolling over and
over as it moves.
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Teacher Information
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Teacher Information � Kc.y

llusrles Fe~rhtres th

Scales For Protection
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Gills For Breatbin

TRY THiS:

1. Look closely at a goldfish or other small fish as it swims about in a small
bowl of water.

2. As the fish swims, does it keep its mouth open or closed? open
3. There are two openings in back of the fish's bead. How do they move?

ht and oLt m a rtepGLt'ed, rthyl~aL ma&on.
4. Do these openings seem to have anything to do with the fish's rooutb? no
5. Can you see inside the gill opening as the fish moves?
6. What do you see? Aa Ae g~ apens, you can see. Ae g~ [Mome~ and Key

arte bright rted in cohort and !~crt-Wk.e. ~n appearrance.
1. How is a fish built for gettiog oxygen'?

The. g~ arte.  ~crt-Mte hM~hfceh ~ amour ~crt Xo padh overt ann
~ttgh 6>em. The ~h'b mo~ m ttruaHy open N aMour ~crt N ~crt
and the gLQ covert helps pump ~ ~n and oM o$ &e $~h'a body.
&e tvrttert pandas overt. 6r.e g~, Ae.y abaortb oxygen  rtom We uratert. The
~h u6eh date oxygen N brt~e,.

GI//s rove eo

@ j@ Undazed-e

glC.r piPk ERS

NOTE: Students have addi.tional activities to try. However, the activities are
participatory and do not require 'correct' answers.
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A STREVCL I NED AM IDEAL

s unit you may have listened to a story of
y escap«death. The salmon was a good

nts as it glided through the water. Its eyesight
Whether the salmon is in the

are certain parts of its body that are of speci

iso has a special covering of scales that make 't l t
Behind the salmon's head are gills that make it possibl

to breathe underwater. Let's take a closer look at these parts of
the fish and some others to see how this streamlined animal survives
in the ocean.

What does streamlined mean> Me say a fish is streamlined if it is

larger part of the body tapers back toward the tail so that the
water can flow smoothly along the sides. A salmon is indeed built
this way.

Fins for Swimmin, S eed and Control
A sa mon as seven xns a a wor together. There are two
pectoral fins and two pelvic fins, one on each side of the body.
There is one anal, one caudal and one dorsal fin.
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As a salmon moves throuqh the water its movements are similar to an
airplane. The caudal fan, or tail fin, is like an airplane's tail-
piece and will sense body to the right or left. The fish guides
its course through the water with the caudal fin, The powerful tail.
also acts as a propellor. Pairs of fins on either side of the
pectoral and pelvic fins are like an airplane's elevator, helping
the fish to move up and dovn in the vater. These fins also act as
brake; salmon vill use these to slow dovn, change speed, or stop.

The back fin or dorsal fin and the anal fin help to balance the fish
in the vater. These tvo fins keep the salmon from rolling over and
over as it moves.
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L diagram below. Salmon have strong muscles
located right beneath the skin layer. Each row of muscles helps the
fish to move from side to side and dart quickly about. Fish actually
swim by wiggling back and forth in a snakelike motion. Look at the
picture below. Find the set of muscles that control the dorsal fin.
put an 'x' on these muscles. Find the set of muscles that would
control the pelvic and anal fins. Put a circle on this area.

You can see in this picture that a salmon has many different muscles,
just as you do. A fish needs a different muscle for each movement
it makes; many are needed to move different parts of its body.
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NAME
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Scales For Protection
A sa mon is covere rom head to tail by a coat of soft, flexible
armor. This armor is made up of scales which are a type of bone.
The scales of a salmon increase in size as it grows larger. Rings
like the ones that form in tree trunks also form on growing scales.
Each ring equals one year of the fish's life. The rings grow closer
together in the winter months than in the summertime. Look at the
diagram below. Can you count the rings on the fish scale? Bow old
was the fish?

E NLARGgFD F Is H 3cA~

F!gH Sc.ALE>

These scales form a protective covering for the fish. Each shiny
scale is embedded in the skin of the salmon; they overlap each other
like shingles on a roof. There is also a layer of slime that covers
all of the scales. This slime acts as a shield to help protect the

k
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p of nostrils in front of its eyes. These nostrils
are used for ~smellin and are very sensitive to different odors in
water, but they are not used for breathing. 1 fish breathes by
opening its mouth an~taking in water. It then closes its mouth and
the gill cover in back of its head opens. The water passes out
through the gill opening. The gill covers open and shut to let
water leave that has been taken in through the mouth. Find the gill
cover in the picture below. As the water passes out through the
opening it travels over the gill filaments and oxygen is taken from
the water for the fish to use. There rs issolved oxygen in the
water. The gill filaments absorb oxygen that is in the water. The
fish must always keep water flowing through its gills so that it can
use the oxygen in the water to breathe.

Look at the picture of the fish's head. Do you see the gill filaments'
These help the fish breathe. Do you see the gill rakers? Their job
is to strain food out of the water for the fish to use. With your
finger trace Ke pattern the water would make as it travels into the
mouth and out of the gill cover or opening.

Q~L~ C.ovE neo{yl gg JAKE RS

LINcovERED
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TRY THIS:

I. Look closely at. a golufish or other small fish as its.wims
about in a small bowl of water.

2- As the f>sh swims, does it keep its mouth open or closed?

ere are two openings in back of the fish's head. How do they
move?

Do ese openings seem to ave an xng to o with the fish's
mouthy

Can you see inside the gill opening as the fish moves?
What do you see?

5.
6.

7 . How is a f ish bu jlt for getting oxygen.

E es for Underwater Vision

The eyes of a fish are always open. They do not have eyelids to
close when they are tired. I f you look at the picture above, you
will notice the salmon's eyes are far apart. They do not point in

,. the same direction as your eyes do. Each eye has a wide field of
vision and can also see in front of the body.

If You Can:

set of gills from a large fish. Feel the hair-like
structures. What color are the gj,lls? Can you see the gill filaments?
Can you find the gill rakers?
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NAME

Fish can see some color and can adjust to seeing in deep, deep water
where there is not much light.

TRY THIS:

ose a partner.
stand back to back
Link one arm together with your partner.
Have one student cover his/her right eye and another student
cover his/her left eye. Eyes should be closed on the opposite
side of the body of the linked arms. Walk in direction that
eyes are closed.  See diagram.!

2
3
4

The area that each pair can see in front of them is close to
the area a fish could see as it traveled through the water.
Objects in front of the fish may be difficult to see. Objects
to the side are easy to see.

Look at the arrows on each side of the salmon's body. This is the
area in which it can see different. objects. The salmon is able to
see a good distance on either side of its body, but objects in front
of the fish may be a little blurry.



ACTIVITY 8:

BUILD A SALMON FACT BOX

�-3 DAYS!
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ACTIVITY 8: BUILD A SALMON FACT BOX
�-3 DAYS!

CONCEPTS: l.. Du.ring each stage of its life cycle, a salmon is adapted to
its environment.

At each stage of its life a salmon is faced with danger.
All salmon species follow certain migration patterns in
their lives.

2.
3.

TEACHER
PREPARATION:1.

2.
Ask each class member to bring a shoe box to class.
Construct a sample copy so you can demonstrate construction
to the group.  See diagram g8 under Procedures!
Get dark  blue, black, gray! construction paper; one 12"xl8"
and one 8"xl2" piece per students, or an equal amount of
butcher paper per student.
Ask students to have scissors, glue, crayons, colored markers
for the proj ect.
Review salmon facts from A~ctivit 2; you may want to make a
quick list of stages of a salmon's life and dangers it encoun.-
ters as a reference for discussion with class.
Nake tagboard salmon patterns.

M ATE RIALB: 1 . One Class Set of:
shoe box
12" x 18" and 12" x 8" of dark construction paper  to cover
shoebox! or equal amount of butcher paper.
glue, scissors, crayons or colored markers

OELIEGTIVES: Students will demonstrate ability to:
1. follow directions in order to construct a salmon fact box as

a classroom learning aid.
2 write 4 salmon questions and answers by recalling previously

learned salmon facts.
3. respond correctly to 4 questions on a salmon box created by

a classmate.
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large sheet of 12" x 18" white construction paper  to make
fish cut-outs.!
1 to 10 tagboard fish patterns  if students wish to use a
pattern to trace.!

PROCEDURES: 1. Distribute the two pieces of paper to each student; also
distribute one large white construction payer per student.

Ask students to remove top from shoebox and cover all the
sides with dark construction paper. Wrap it as you would
gift wrap a package. This may be put aside until later.

2.

Review important stages and dangers of salmon's life and
write some of these on the board.

Explain to students that they wil! need to develop 4 ques-
tions to place on their salmon fact box; including dangers,
s tages, 1 i f e cycle, etc�.

4.

Ask students to write 4 questions and answers on a piece of
paper. Saarple questions

Anadromous fish live in:
A. salt vater B. fresh water C. both A and B
A salmon egg nest is called a:
A. alevin B. redd C. streambed
Salmon enjoy swimming in warm water. True False
There are 5 species of salmon found in the Northvest
True False
A socjreye salmon turns black and green before it spawns.
True False
King salmon are the of the species.
~lar est. ssallest
Salmon are good to eat after they have spawned.
True False

C.
0

7. Each question must be numbered and not too lengthy.

Answers will be placed on white paper at the end of the shoe
box.  Examples:

Explain that each question vill become one panel of their
fact. box; also that each question will need to be illust.rat.ed.
With the white construction paper they may draw a yicture to
go with each question � caution them that pictures can be no
larger than the side of the box.



104 9. After the question is written, it should be rewritten on 1"
x 7" strip of white paper and pasted to the bottom of the
shoe box. Remember questions must be numbered,

10, Students may wish to exchange boxes and divide into pairs.
They may then ask each other the questions on their boxes.

ll.. Salmon fact boxes will make a nice classroom display and
allow for students to review information independently or
with a classmate.
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PEOPLE, PLACES AND THINGS: A RESOURCE LIST

hs you teach this unit, you may wish to take students on a field trip or have a
guest speaker come to the classroom. There are a variety of re sou r ces ava ilable t.o
teachers and students within the state of Washington. The following list vill
provide ideas for". 1! an afternoon outing; 2! guest speakers that will come to
your school; 3! people to contact for further information; 4! films you may wish
to order and other resources you might like to use.

Places to Visit

The Lake Washington Ship Canal Fish Ladder
Seattle District, Army Corps of Engineers
4735 East Narginal May South
Seattle, WA 98134
764-3750 or 783-7001

Viewing time: 7:00 a.m. to 9.'00 p.m. daily. Fram July to November you may s«
either Chinook, Coho or Sockeye passing through the fish ladder.

LhKc wasNiNorsH sw~ erwa* <AN

Se a t t I e Aq ua r i um
Pier 59

Seattle, WA 98101
625-4358 Sea Art: 625-5028

The Aquarium has a fish ladder in operation and holding pens for small salmon fry-These are very good facilities for public viewing and an educational opportunityfor school groups. The Aquarium also offers a Sea Art program. For the price ofadmission students vill listen to a biologist discuss some aspects of sea life salmon! then take part ia an art project related to that animal. A local artist
vi11 lead the 2-bour session. Call for more information.

You may a!so wish to enroll your class in a Salmon Life Cycle class - beginning inOctober, 1980. Students view a slide show, participate in lab work and view theAquarium's salmon facilities. Again, call for more information. There are special
rates for handicapped students.
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Pacific Science Center
200 Second Avenue North
Seattle, WA 98109
625-9333

Upon request, a visit to the Kwakiutl Longhouse with a legend about salmon and
fishing can be provided. Students can also explore the Pnget Sound model which
accelerates daily tidal cycles to illustrate water flow patterns and their effects.

Hatcheries in the State of Washin ton

Univers ity of Washington Department of Fisheries
H-1 Fisheries Center WH-10
University of %lashingtou
Seattle, WA 98195
543-9640  Fisheries Club!
543-6546  Seward park-Ernie Brannen!

The University of Washington Fisheries Club will give students a complete tour of
fish hatchery facilit.ies.

There are many hatchery facilities located in the state of Washington; one of the
following may be closer to your school.

Columbia River: Cowlitz, Elokotsin, Grays River, Kalama Falls, Klicitat,
Lewis, Lower Kalama, Ringlod, Speelyai, Toutle and Wasbougal,

Puget Sound: Dungeness, George Adams  Shelton!, Green River, Hood Canal,
Issaquab, Hxner Creek, Nooksak, Puyallup, Samish, Skagit and Skykomish.

Coastal Washingtott: Nemab, Simpson  Satsop River!, and Willapa  Raymond!,

For taore information, addresses and phone numbers of the above, call Ed Moore
�06! 392-3180

Stream Visitation

Students in the King County area may wish to visit a nearby st.ream and have a
Fisheries Biologist meet t.bem there to discuss stream water conditions, i.e.,
good habitat for salmon, pollutiou factors, erosion, water temperature, etc. This
is a good opportunity to examine stream water in your own community.

Kurt. Reidinger
C/0 Salmon Enhancement Program
Hetro Center
821 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104 447-6585
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Indian Reservations

You may wish to visit an Indian Reservation that has an aquaculture or a salmon
hatchery program in operation. The Luasai, Puyallup, Suquamish and others have
fishery programs that would accomodate a student field trip,

Cosaunity Education Director
United Indians of All Tribes
Discovery Park F.O. Box 99253
Seattle, WA 98199 285-4425

Peo le to Contact

You may wish to have a guest speaker come to your classroom to discuss some aspect
of the salmon life cycle, or have an assembly for several grades.

Gene Smaldino of Northwest Steelheaders will discuss some of the salmon enhance-
ment operations that are currently taking place in the Northwest. He will also
provide a salmon box display model and film.

Gene Smaldino
Northwest Steelheaders
7210 6t.h N.W.
Seattle, WA 98107
525-3100

Ruth Hertz, of Metro, will provide a speaker for your classroom on water pollution,,
toxicants and chemical wastes we find in water today. Discussion of the effects
of anti-freeze, crank-case oil and pesticides on stream animals and habitation.

Ruth Hertz
Public Information Supervisor
Metro M,S. 62
821 Second Avenue North
Seattle, WA 98104
44'-6768

Claire Dyckman or Tony Angell, State Office of Environmental. Education. If time
permits, it m~a be possible to have Sasmy Salmon visit your classroom or assembly
to discuss dangers to salmon and the importance of this resource to the Northwest.
An adult wears a large silver salmon costume; a movie on the Life Cycle of the
Salmon is also shown.

Tony Angell, Supervisor
Washington State Office of Environmental Education
Nortbwest Section
C/0 Shoreline District Offices
N.K. 158th and 20th Avenue N.E.
Seattle, WA 98155
365-0533
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Gib Moore, high school teacher, Salmon Enhancement Program. May be able to arrange
for high school students to come to your classroom to explain and discuss their
participation in salmon enchancement for over two years. A slide show is also
ava i 1 able.

Gib Moore
Juanita High School
13610 - 132nd Avenue N.E.
Kirkland, WA 98033
821-0600

Laura Mumaw or Sherri Sbeng, Fishery Biologists. May be able to make further
suggestions for interesting salmon-related activities . Write to them at:

Seattle Aquarium
Pier 59
Seat tie, WA 98101
625-4358

Dennis Wilson, Metro, Associate Water Quality Planner. May be able to provide
your classroom with their own vial containers of fish egg and fry specimens.

Dennis Wilson
Municipalt,iy of Metropolitan Seattle
821 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104
4<1-6361

F~ilms Books and Other Publications

The Washington State Office of Environmental Education, Northwest Section, may
provide your school with any of the following films on a two-week loan basis.
Call for delivery/pick-up arrangements - 365-0433.

WATER IS LIFE � An ll min. film on streams and their importance, showing public
groups involved in activities to preserve watersheds. Filmed locally. Good
introduction. Element.ary and Secondary.

FRAGILE RESOURCE - A 26 min, film on the Ribco Basin Study which discusses tbe
impact of development on Puget Sound river valleys and reviews the recommendations
for management made by the River Basin's Conxnission. Secondary.

LIFE CYCLE OF SALMON - A 10 min. film showing salmon returning to spawn in a river
with spectacular shots of leaping salmon and of spawning behavior, An old film,
part of Man: A Course of Study. Good introduction; discussion should be modified
to apply to small streams.  Shoreline School District A.V.!

XKLSKY CRFKK - A 10 min. film showing, the University of Washington interdisci-
plinary studies on Kelsey Creek. Perhaps best for career orientation and scien-
tific methods rather than for stream restoration, Secondary.  City of Bellevue!
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OUR SALHON HERITAGE - A slide-tape presentation introducing the salmon enhancement
program on Juanita, Kelsey and Thornton Creeks. Good review of streams as they
relate to both salmon and storm water runoff. Elementary and Secondary.  King
county Resource Planning 344-7990, Netro/Rachel Ben-Schmuel!

NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES � A filmstrip and tape reviewing the history of fisheries
in the United States, their role in the economy, associated political issues.
 EE!

WATER � A U.N. film on the problems of watersheds globally. Useful as a follow-up
to stream and salmon activities to remind students that local concern for water
quality is paralleled in all cultures. Elementary and Secondary.

FIREWOOD - A U.N. film on the scarcity of firewood globally. The film documents
clearly how deforestation of mountains in Nepal causes flooding, silting, loss of
farmlands on the Ganges. Again, a good follow-up after students understand flooding
in local watersheds. Elementary and Secondary.

STILL WATERS - A 14 minute, color film. "Non-narrative, involvement film. By the
poetic combination of music and striking . . . photography, the viewer is given an
unusual view of animal life in a watery environment." Elementary and Secondary.
 ESD 121!-

You can order for your classroom 6 18"x21" full color posters depicting the five
Pacific Ocean salmon species and steelhead. $5. 00 per set. Order from: B.C.
Wildlife Federation, 5659 176th St., Surrey, B.C . V3S 4C5

For more information on salmon and related topics, contact:

Sea Grant
Divison of Narine Resources
3716 Brooklyn Avenue NE
Seattle, WA 98105
543-6600

The National Park Service has developed a classroom game and a coloring book
regarding the salmon life cycle. To obtain student copies:

National Park Service Pacific Northwest Region
Cooperative Park Studies Unit
College of Forest Resources
University of Washington
Seattle, WA 98195
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Resource Books and Articles

Brown, Margaret E. The Ph siolo of Fishes Volume 1 Metabolism. Academic
Press, Inc. Nev York, NY. 19S7.

Carl, G.C. Some Common Marine Fishes. B.C . Provinical Handbook 423. Queens
Printer. Victoria.

Clemens, W.A. and G.V. Wilvy. Fishes of the Pacific Coast of Canada. The Fisheries
Research Board of Canada, Otta~a. Bullet. in No. 8 see ed. . 19 1. pp. 109-122.

Cooper, A.C. Research Restores Fraser River Socke e Salmon. Canadian Audobon.
March-April 1961. pp. 37-41..

Curtis, Brian. The Life Sto of the Fish. Dover Publications, Inc. 1949.

Haig-Bron, R.L. Canada's Pacific Salmon. Department of Fisheries. Ottava.

Hones, J.W. The Salmon. Harper 6 Brothers. Nev York, NY. 1959.

HcKervilio, H.W. The Salmon Peo le. Gray Publishing, Ltd. Sidney, B.C. 1967.

pp. 2S-27.

Migdalski, Edward C., et al. The Fresh and Salt. Water Fishes of the World.
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 1976,

Pacific Search. Sunnner 1972. pp. 6-7.Mousolf, R. The Hatchi

Neave, Ferris and W,E. Rickler, Salmon of the North Pacific - Part III, A Review
of the History of North Pacific Salmon, 5 Pink Salmon in British Columbia, Inter-
national North Pacific Fisheries Cossnission, Bulletin No. 18. 1966. pp, 71-79.

Needham, Paul R. Trout Streams. liolden-Day . San Francisco, CA. 1969.

Net.boy, A. Salmon Their Fi ht for Survival. Houghton Mifflin Co. Boston, MA.
1974.

Sinclair, Glen, et al. Salmoneds in the Classroom. Salmoned Enhancement Program
Fisheries & Ocean, Canada E Enviroonent B .~C. for the niaistry of Education.
British Columbia, Canada.

Ellis, Derek V
Series, vol. 3
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LIFE CYCLE OF THE SAMOS

l. Name four species of salmon found iu Pacific Northvest voters.

A. Socke e Ch Coka B - Red Hujs P

2. Identify three reasons why a salmon may not complete its life cycle.

B.

hla&Ani Peeriatom

3. Salmon find their way back to the stream of their birth by

dmeLf

4. Fish breathe underwater with ', The outside of this area

that helps move the water in and out so thathas a ~ Mve/u.n

salmon can breathe.

5. A salmon is anadromous because it

6, Identify four fins a salmon has
A Anal I Cauda.

D. Dam& M.v~cC, PeM0~

1. Erosion is bad for animal life because it

w~oruxbLe aree~ert.

alk da.ch

9. Some places a Pacific Northwest salmon may travel are;

and Canada, Savi & U~n, Alee ka, ~c.
A. On

10, The f emale salmon may p roduce up to eggs.

8. Alevin stay underneath gravel for 6 to 8 weeks. During this time they are fed
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LIFE CYCLE OF THE SALMON

1. Name four species of salmon found ia Pacific Northwest waters,

B.

Identify three reasons why a salmon may not complete its life cycle.

B.

3. Salmon find their way back to the stream of their birth by

The outside of this area

that helps move the water in and out so that

4. Fish breathe underwater with

has a

salmon can breathe.

5. A salmon is anadromous because it

6. Identify four fins a salmon has.
A. B.

D.

7. Erosion is bad for animal life because it

by

9. Some places a Pacific Northwest salmon may travel are:

and

lO. The female salmon may produce up to eggs.

B. Alevin stay underneath gravel for 6 to 8 weeks. During this time they are fed
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TRUE OR FALSE

Different salaon species have different life cycles.

Streaes are good for young fish if they don' t. have any trees or bushes
around.

A feaale salnon builds a nest with straw aad twigs-

Fish can see objects the best that are in froat of then.

A young, seolt has a yolk sac.

Salaoa can live froa 2 to 1 years.

Saleon need a lot of silt and soil in the water before they caa lay
their eggs.

Soae Alaskaa King saleon caa jusp 10 feet out of the water to clear a
waterfall.

IO-OT F Fish hatcheries and fish ladders help eaay Northwest salnon retura to
rivers to spawn.

9. T OF It is a good idea to take spawning, salaon fron rivers, streaas aad
creeks whenever you caa.
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TRUE OR FAI.SK

l. T F Different salmon species have different life cycles

3. T F A female salmon builds a nest with straw and twigs.

4. T F Fish can see objects the best that are in front of them-

5. T F A young smolt has a yolk sac.

6. T F Salmon can live from 2 to 7 years.

Salmon need a lot of silt and soil in the water before they can lay
their eggs.

7. T F

Some Alaskan King salmon can jump 10 feet out of the water to clear a
waterfall.

8. T F

It is a good idea to take spawning salmon from rivers, streams and
creeks whenever you can,

9. T F

Fish hatcheries and fish ladders help many Northwest salmon return to
rivers to spawn.

10. T F

Streams are good for young fish if they don't have any trees or bushes
around.
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Teacher Information  Key!

SALMON WORD SEARCH

Fry

Redd

Alevin

Anadromous

Chinook

Chum

Coho

Erosion

Fishermen

Gravel

Habitat

Humpback

King

Pacific

Pink

P lankton

Seals

Silver

Smolt

Sockeye

Spawn

Species

Yolk Sac

U M P 8 A C K A
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SALMON WORD SEARCH

Alevin

Anadromous

Chinook

Chum

Coho

Erosion

Fishermen

Fry

Gravel

Habitat

Humpback

King

Pacific

Pink

Plankton

Redd

Seals

Silver

Smolt

Sockeye

Spawn

Species

Yolk Sac

N 0 T K N A L P A D

I D A I A E 0 L D T

V T T N l 0 C E B L

E A I G N 0 R K U V

L P B F E I H 0 T M

A N A D R 0 M 0 U S

R E H K 0 Y U N C 0

U M L G S R H I A C

S R B L I K C H S K

P E S M 0 L T C K E

E H P I N K M L L Y

C S A C L T E C 0 E

I I W P 0 V 0 R Y I

E F N A A S E A L S

S R E R W K D R S 0

0 S G C I F I C A P

E H U M P B A C K A
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Alevin-

Anadromous - a fish that lives in both fresh water and salt water.

Anal fin "

Armor-

Caudal fin - tail fin used for locomotion.

Dorsal fin - fin located on top of the fish, used for balancing.

Erosion-

Fry�

Gill

Habitat-

Nigrate-

Pectoral fin - two fins located closest to the gills on the sides of a fish, used
for steering and braking.

Pelvic fin-

Predator/prey- term used to describe the animal that hunts its food; it lives by
preying upon others. The hunter's victim is its prey.

Redd�

Fertilize

Fingerling-

newly hatched salmon with its yolk sac still attached to its body.

fin located on bottom side of fish closest to the tail, used for
balancing.

a tough, protective covering such as scales.

when earthy or rocky material is removed from any part of the
earth's surface by weathering, corrosion, dissolution or abrasion

the process of combining sperm with egg to create new life.

an older Pacific salmon that eats small plant life and lives in
a stream.

salmon young that have used up their yolk sac and have gone from
the gravel bed and are ready to feed.

the respiratory organ of fishes.

the area or type of environment in which an animal normally lives

to move to another region,

two fins located on the underside of the fish's body, close to the
head; used for balancing.

a round hole in a gravel bed where salmon eggs stay for about 8
weeks covered by loose gravel.
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Salol t

To lay and fertilize eggs.

Trophic scale- The scale or pattern of who eats whom ia the animal kingdom.

Yolk sac - The small sac that is attached to the baby salmon as it hatches
from the egg .

Spawn-

Species-

A young salmon that has changed from living in fresh water to salt
water.

Different types or kinds of animals. In the Northwest there are
five species of salmon: 1. Chum  dog!; 2. Pink  humpback!;
3. Silver  coho!; 4. King  chinook or tyee!; 4. Sockeye  red!.
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VGCABULARY

Alevin

Anadrom>us

Anal fin

Armor

Caudal fin

Dorsal fin

Erosion

Fertilize

Fingerling

Fry

Gill

Habitat

Nigrate

pectoral fin

Pelvic f in

Predator/prey

Redd
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Smolt

Spawn

Species

Trophic scale

Yolk sac
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